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Themed Nourishment of Reading, Macao Library

Week 2021 was held from 12 April to 16 May. IFTM

Library has organised 5 events to celebrate and

promote the joy of reading with all IFTM students

and staff.

New Arrivals

https://bit.ly/3ej7B6S
https://bit.ly/3iQoMjA
https://bit.ly/3iQoMjA


According to Cambridge Dictionary, meme is "an idea, image, video, etc. that is spread

very quickly on the internet". Alternatively, accordingly to Urban Dictionary, meme is

"the cure of depression" (with over 8,000 upvotes as of 30 March 2021). Although we

cannot guarantee any scientific research on meme curing depression, it is undeniably

an internet gem and a remedy for a dismal day. 

The contest has accepted 25 valid works from students and staff, afterwards voting has

lasted for two weeks until the deadline on 14 May. With the witness of Ms. Emma

Cheong from Student Affairs Division of Pedagogic Affairs Department, the winner was

Kelly Ku and she has won a MOP400 IFTM Educational Restaurant coupon. All

participants were also gifted a participation prize. 

With the attempt to connect readers in a lively and engaging manner, the contest

unleashed creativity of students and staff and allowed them to share their thoughts

about library/reading/books in an innovative way. 
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IFTM Library Week Series Activities 2021

#1 Meme Contest

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/meme
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Memes
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All the memes  can be found in the Facebook Page of IFTM Library.

IFTM Library Week Series Activities 2021

https://bit.ly/3vyDm4O
https://bit.ly/3vyDm4O
https://bit.ly/3vyDm4O


Our readers should be rather familiar with the Mong-ha and Taipa Campus Library, but

there are other academic libraries in Macao. As an IFTM library user, our students and

staff are eligible to visit other MALA (Macau Academic Library Alliance) member

libraries, and vice versa. With the support of our Management, we visited Wu Yee Sun

Library of University of Macau (UM Library) on 21 April, which is the largest academic

library in Macao.

Warmly welcomed by University Librarian Dr. Wu Jianzhong and Assistant University

Librarian Mr. Billy Leung, we were introduced to the cooperation of MALA and the

facilities of UM Library. The cohort also visited the Rare Collection Room and had the

pleasure to learn about the rich history of the collection. 
Hopefully we would have more

time on looking at the
bookshelves and taking photos

Very satisfying and

useful

#2 Visit to University of Macau Library

IFTM Library Week Series Activities 2021
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Organised by Emerald Publishing, the

eJournal Quiz explored the history and

future of music through the form of

journal search and quiz. We are happy to

announce that our Year 1 student,  Zhu

from Tourism Business Management,

won the 2nd prize. 
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IFTM Library Week Series Activities 2021

#3 Free Magazines &

Books Distribution
#4 Emerald eJournal

Quiz
In order to fully utilise resources, Library

distributed numerous magazines and

books for free. The event took place in

both Mong-ha and Taipa campus and

offered different titles of various genres

such as gastronomy, cultural heritage,

poetry, just to name a few.



Academic publishing can be a mystery if

you have no way of approaching.

Tailored for our senior and postgraduate

students and researchers who would

like to explore academic publishing, Ms.

Lung-Hsun Sun from Emerald

Publishing offered an online workshop

regarding “Guide to Getting Published”. 

The insightful workshop has explored

the process of academic publishing, the

pros and cons of Open Access as well as

how to avoid predatory publishing. The

recordings of the workshop can be

found here.
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#5 Online Workshop:
Guide to Getting

Published

IFTM Library Week
Series Activities 2021

New Arrivals

Taipa Campus Library

《粵港澳⼤灣區發展報告 2019-2020》

307.7609512 YUE 2021

Mong-ha Campus Library

《中國⽂化論叢 (第1輯)》

 306/.0951 ZHO 2020  v.1

https://iftm.ap.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=305862c3-79dd-4438-9b20-ad170090ee41
https://bit.ly/3eEujJ2
https://bit.ly/3eyPrl3
https://bit.ly/3eEujJ2
https://bit.ly/3eyPrl3
https://bit.ly/3eyPrl3
https://bit.ly/3eyPrl3
https://bit.ly/3eyPrl3


With the aim to exchange experience and enhance connection in the local library

industry, a delegate of IFTM Library visited Macao Polytechnic Institute (MPI) Library

(Taipa Campus) on 26 March. 

Warmly welcomed by Ms. Esther Kong and her colleagues, the fruitful visit allows us to

gain insightful perspective on renovation of academic library and explore the various

opportunities and challenges of developing branch library in Macao.
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Visit to MPI Library 



In promotion of the “National Safety

Law”, a themed book exhibition was

held in Taipa Campus Library from 27

April to 16 May. With a variety of titles,

readers are welcome to borrow the

books for more in-depth study. 
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National Security Law 
Advocating the city’s vibrant history, the

Library has selected a number of new

arrivals which cover various aspects of

Macao such as humanities, history,

religion, art and economy. Readers are

invited to learn more about our city with

our books as well as in real life during

the summer break.

 History of Macao

Themed Book Exhibitions 



The majority of our database, as well as

the programme of the Institute, is in

English. However, the Library is also

developing our Chinese resources in

order to provide more well-rounded

resources. 

There are 3 databases for trial, including

Chinese Academic Journal, Chinese

theses and China Economic and Social

Data Platform from CNKI (China National

Knowledge Infrastructure). With positive

feedback of the trial, we strive to acquire

more resources which fit the needs of 

 students. 

Faculty Select is a “single, easy-to-use

interface, where users can easily find

and access quality Open Educational

Resources (OER) to support their

courses, as well as search and request

access to relevant e-books from top

academic publishers”. Readers are

welcome to read open-access ebooks

from various sources and preview

textbooks and request Library to acquire

relevant titles directly.
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CNKI

Faculty Select

Trials

https://kns.cnki.net/kns8/defaultresult/index
https://bit.ly/31aWHMC


I did not have a single thought of the idea that the ‘graduation is coming soon’ until the

day I officially submitted my finalized thesis to the Moodle system. The almost ten-

month thesis process of the countless revisions and cross-checks finally came to an

end. I remember that I was sitting at a corner in the newly refurbished hostel study

room that afternoon, powered up by the music in my headphones, and ready to click

the ‘submit’ button. It is quite hard to describe the feelings I was experiencing at that

time, but certainly, it was a mixture of the feeling of being liberated and at the same

time being reluctant to part with everything that I possessed until then. 

Reminiscences of a Thesis Student

Chen Lu (Vicky)

Graduate of 2021, School of Tourism Management

Story:
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As I walked out of the study room, I texted my thesis supervisor Sandeep and told him

that ‘I have submitted the thesis’ and expressed my gratitude to him. Probably, for

many graduates in IFTM or other universities, meeting with supervisors could be a

‘tough’ thing because it takes courage to do so. The ‘courage’ here doesn’t mean that

the meetings are frightening, it means that the students need to build up confidence

and face their weak spot bravely. Luckily, Sandeep is a supervisor who is willing to

accompany me to overcome all kinds of difficulties along the way, gives appropriate

guidance at all points wherever necessary, and teaches me more than just thesis

writing.

Now, when I look back, the process of thesis writing was like a miracle journey. At first, I

didn’t even know where the road would lead to. Although I was curious, I was not sure

about my topic, and how to move forward in writing a thesis. After reading around and

getting some ideas from the related journal articles, I became somehow more mature

unlike the ‘babbling child’ in the beginning and slowly started to build up my own

logics. I started to ask questions to myself and also to my supervisor. This phenomenon

opened up an entirely new and interesting dimension before me. I started to realize

that the time when we put forward a question, is the time we start to learn. My

supervisor, Sandeep, never hesitates to answer my questions, even out of office hours. I

can clearly remember those emails and feedbacks that I received at eight o’clock at

night, or even on weekends. I have understood that the timely guidance by the

supervisor is like the pieces of diamond that we can collect on the miracle journey of

the thesis writing process, and I have indeed collected them, as my life treasure.
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Majoring in Tourism Event Management, Chen Lu (Vicky) is a graduate of 2021. Her

graduation thesis 'What did the lecturers experience while teaching online in the midst

of COVID-19’ was supervised by Dr. Sandeep Basnyat and was awarded one of the

Best Paper Certificates in the Tourism Education Student Summit (TEd Summit-2021).

Want to be a part of Nexus ?

Feel free to drop us an email if
you are interested in writing for
us. It can be a short article,
book review or anything related
to the library!

Fortunately, IFTM provides the opportunity for students to write a thesis. I believe that

although the thesis writing process pushes the students to their limits, it also helps

them to break through their weaknesses and develop several of their skills. I am glad

that I was one of them who finally made it. The four-year university time at IFTM is

coming to an end, but undoubtedly, it will also be a brand-new beginning for all of us

graduates. 
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Seoul is well known for its phenomenal fashion style and fabulous shopping malls. So

here are the top 10 shopping locations in Seoul for fashionistas and shopaholics. Wait…

wrong article! On the Road should be about libraries, not shopping. Indeed, when

visiting Seoul, it can be hard to think of library. Here we present a solution: library inside

a shopping mall, and the outcome is extraordinary.

 

Opened in 2017, Starfield Library is located in the centre of COEX Mall, which is the

largest underground shopping mall in Asia. With a total area of 2800 m², the library

occupies two floors and are stocked with 70,000 books. You can easily spot the library

from afar with its giant bookshelf. The 13-meter shelf may not be the most efficient, but

it is definitely “#Instagrammable”, making it a popular “landmark” for photo-taking, and

successfully attracting visitors and shoppers to the library.

On the Road:
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Starfield Library, Seoul (South Korea)

Seoul Starfield  Library (Photo Courtesy of: Surfaces Reporter)

https://www.starfield.co.kr/coexmall/starfieldLibrary/library.do
https://www.surfacesreporter.com/articles/82426/architecture-admirers-and-book-lovers-alike-will-fall-in-love-with-starfield-library-in-seoul


Interior (Photo Courtesy of: Starfield Library Facebook)

Nicknamed the “Open Library”, Starfield is “an open public space where anyone can

freely come to sit down, take a break, and immerse themselves in books along with other

bibliophiles”, noted the Seoul Tourism Organisation on their website. The entrance of

the library has no gates; it is simply a continuation of the mall’s public area, making it

easily accessible and extremely approachable. Echoed by the wooden bookshelf and

floor, the library radiates a cozy and home-like vibe. It is illuminated with ample

sunlight and everyone feels comfortable to spend time here. 
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 Interior (Photo Courtesy of: Starfield Library Facebook, Surfaces Reporter & U Travel)

https://www.facebook.com/starfield.library/?ref=page_internal
https://korean.visitseoul.net/attractions/Starfield-Library_/26568
https://www.facebook.com/starfield.library/?ref=page_internal
https://www.surfacesreporter.com/articles/82426/architecture-admirers-and-book-lovers-alike-will-fall-in-love-with-starfield-library-in-seoul
https://travel.ulifestyle.com.hk/news/detail/24408/%E9%A6%96%E7%88%BE%E6%B1%9F%E5%8D%97coex%E5%9C%96%E6%9B%B8%E9%A4%A8-13%E7%B1%B3%E9%AB%98%E8%B6%85%E5%B7%A8%E5%9E%8B%E6%9B%B8%E6%AB%83/8


Not unlike the current trend of libraries around the globe, a lot of readers tend to use

the library space more often, instead of only borrowing and returning books. While the

ground floor is closer to the shops, it can sometimes be a bit noisy. Readers who seek a

quieter space can go to the 2nd floor where one can immerse in silence. You are most

welcome to be seated at one of the 200 chairs, sofas or benches to read, work, or just

take a rest. Unfortunately for foreign readers, most of the books are in Korean and they

are not available for checkout. However, you can still flip through the 400 different

magazines or utilise the e-readers at the ebook section.
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2nd Floor (Photo Courtesy of: Starfield Library Facebook)

https://www.facebook.com/starfield.library/?ref=page_internal


Starfield is a dynamic venue with various arts and cultural components. A themed Art

Project, usually an installation, is located in the centre of the ground floor. It is a lovely

addition to the library, especially for holidays such as Christmas and celebration of the

library’s anniversary. Examples of Art Projects include Journey for Dream by Byun Dae-

yong and the latest project 2 o’clock 35 minutes by Gye Jung-kwon and Choi Hwan-

sung. The library also organises lectures, book sharing, concerts and other cultural

events from time to time. If joining these activities in person is not possible, the

highlights of the events will also be uploaded to their YouTube channel. 
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Art Project (Photo Courtesy of: Starfield Library Facebook & Starfield COEX Mall)

Book Sharing & Concert (Photo Courtesy of: Starfield Library Facebook)

https://www.starfield.co.kr/coexmall/starfieldLibrary/artProject_B8201911071431050041.do
https://www.starfield.co.kr/coexmall/starfieldLibrary/artProject_B8202105311505110101.do
https://www.youtube.com/c/%EB%B3%84%EB%A7%88%EB%8B%B9%EB%8F%84%EC%84%9C%EA%B4%80/featured
https://www.facebook.com/starfield.library/?ref=page_internal
https://www.starfield.co.kr/coexmall/starfieldLibrary/artProject_B8202105311505110101.do
https://www.facebook.com/starfield.library/?ref=page_internal


Although it might still be quite rare in Macao and neighbouring area, libraries locating

inside commercial shopping mall is not a new idea. This has been quite popular in

Western countries such as the United States, United Kingdom and Australia, as well as

Southeast Asian countries including Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia.

Residing in a convenient location such as the shopping mall is extremely

advantageous for increasing footprint. The first US shopping-mall library opened in

1958, while Singapore’s National Library first entered the mall in 1995. While Starfield

is definitely not the first, what makes it so successful? 

With the irrefutable influence of social media, the two-storey bookshelf of Starfield is a

great background for an Instagram photo. It has become an attractive "landmark" after

going viral among Internet celebrities and social media influencers. Another similar

example of internet-famous library is Tianjin Binhai New Area Library in Tianjin, China.

Designed by the famous Dutch architecture firm MVRDV, its terraced bookshelves are

extremely eye-catching that even non-readers, especially active social media users,

cannot miss. 
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Bird's Eye View of Starfield (Photo Courtesy of: Starfield Library Facebook)

http://tjbhlib.org.cn/bhlib/main
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tianjin
https://www.mvrdv.nl/
https://www.mvrdv.nl/projects/246/tianjin-binhai-library
https://www.facebook.com/starfield.library/?ref=page_internal


It might be hard to link libraries with capitalism, but with the help of the Internet to

increase exposure, visitors and readers of the library has surged and became customers

of the mall, and vice versa. Although it is difficult to measure the actual amount of sales

that readers has brought to the mall, traffic has definitely increased thanks to the library.

Upon its inauguration, Starfield has become a highlight of COEX, which helped the mall

to stand out from its competitors. 

When travelling is available in the (hopefully near) future, put Starfield Library on your

itinerary of visit to Seoul. 
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A Quiet Corner at Starfield (Photo Courtesy of: Starfield Library Facebook)
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